One of the most commonly known algorithm to perform neural Principal Component Analysis of real-valued random signals is the Kung-Diamantaras' Adaptive Principal component Extractor (APEX) for a laterally-connected neural architecture. In this paper we present a new approach to obtain an APEX-like PCA procedure as a special case of a more general class of leaming rules, by means of an optimization theory specialized for the laterally-connected topology. Through simulations we show the new algorithms can be faster than the original one.
INTRODUCTION
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of multivariate random signals is a well-known statistical data analysis technique [ 1 , 71 . It is possible to show that a linear transformation z = Wtx of a given multiple random signal x into a new random signal e with less components than x, such that: In the literature several algorithms are known that allow the extraction of the (unique) PCA of a signal from itself. The most commonly used are those by Sanger (Generalized Hebbian Algorithm, GHA, [SI), Kung-Diamantaras (APEX, [5,6, 71). All of these methods are characterized by different architectural complexity, convergence speed properties and numerical precision at the equilibrium.
In this paper we deal with one of these: the Adaptive Principal component Extractor (APEX, [6, 71) based on a laterally-connected neural architecture. It has a wide relevance in the field of analog implementations because it is characterized by a very low complexity. Here we derive a new class of PCA algorithms based on the laterallyconnected neural architecture, arising from a simple optimization theory specialized for this topology. Such a class contains, as a special case, an APEX-like algorithm, but it contains also a subclass of algorithms that show a smaller architectural complexity and interesting convergence features when compared with the original one. 
THE LATERALLY-CONNECTED NEURAL ARCHITECTURE
Kung and Diamantaras realized a Principal Component analyzer using a linear neural network described by the following neural scheme: If the Gradient Steepest Ascent (GSA) method is used to adapt each wi, that means Awj = +iqE, the stochastic leaming rule for W reads:
where: 2 = diag(tl,t2,. . . , zm) . 
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where a set of m Lagrange multipliers +i has been introduced for the constraints llli112 = 0 (that have to be reached at the equilibrium to preserve KDR) and to add to the system a number of degree of freedom. Besides, it is interesting to recognize that those constraints also embed a regularization property on the global criterion [2]. As it can be directly proved by using standard Kuhn-Tucker theory [2], under these constraints there are no theoretical reasons to force functions $i to assume any particular shape.
This second objective function C can be minimized, with respect to the variable matrix L, by means of a Gradient Steepest Descent (GSD) method Ali = -i q $ f , From equations (4) and (7) 
.,$m).
Rule (8) Notice that y2-APEX is not the same algorithm as the original APEX, but as L + 0 also Z -+ Y , thus these algorithms asymptotically behave in the same way, and we call it APEX-like.
It is also important to remark that, apart from further stability considerations, the choice ofthe multiplying functions $i ( t ) is free. In fact, we can adopt as $+ any suitable arbitrarily chosen function that guarantees the asymptotic stability of the global learning process and good performances of the Principal Component analyzing algorithm.
ily with 9 = Y 2 is called y2-APEX.
Discussion
In practice, in our experiments we have examined the following three cases: In a computational-complexity point of view this algorithm is the most interesting one, since it requires a smaller amount of operations than the original APEX, as shown in Table 1 .
The above rule recalls the linearized Rubner-Tavan model that the &APEX asymptotically behaves like. (For knowing details about Rubner-Tavan approach readers please refer to [7] . ) We observed that the term y; in each of the (3) is too much large and can also lead the algorithm very far from the right solution. Thus, when non-constant non-null functions $~i are used, we found useful they satisfy this constraint Table 1 provides estimates of the architectural complexity of the neural networks in terms of the number of elementary operations required by the corresponding learning rules with respect to the network dimensions. We define an "operation" as a product eventually followed by a sum.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To assess our theoretical analysis and compare algorithms' performances, we performed simulations by using Sanger's GHA, standard APEX and our new algorithms belonging to the +APEX class.
Such PCA algorithms have been run with a network input signal x = Qs, where Q is a p x p orthonormal matrix ( Q t Q = I) randomly generated, and s contains p mutually uncorrelated zero-mean random signals si with dif- 
